When Should You Go on the Job Market?
Advice will vary, and so will the conventions of your field. If you belong to a data-driven field and your thesis mostly consists of writing up the results, you can finish it very quickly, so job hunting when you have just started writing the dissertation is reasonable. If you are in a field in which you might reasonably apply for only five jobs, you should still have time to do some work, so again, you might start hunting when several chapters remain to be written. If, however, you are in a field in which you can apply for sixty or more jobs, you will be frantically trying to find enough hours in the day just for that. Humanities dissertations tend to take much longer than their authors expect. Very few writers can hope to finish by August if the thesis is only half-written when the job list appears. Given the intensely consuming nature of a search, you will get little or nothing written between the appearance of that first job list in September and the end of the cycle in March or April. Ideally, therefore, you should not hunt until your dissertation is drafted, but you may not be afforded that luxury unless your department needs lots of warm bodies to teach its elementary courses. If you have any choice in the matter, I suggest going on the market for the first time when your dissertation is done and can be defended just before or just after the interview conference.
Some students have found it valuable to do a partial search somewhat earlier than this ideal starting point. The need for a green card, for instance, might make you wish to search early to maximize your window of opportunity. In a selective, early search, you apply only for the most attractive jobs. From this, you can hope at least to get the experience of a real interview, and if you get one of these prime jobs, you will probably work like crazy to defend in August before taking off for the new horizons. By limiting yourself to jobs that truly attract you in an early search, you avoid having to turn down a job you find unappealing, or you avoid accepting it, knowing that your finished record one year later might have helped you secure a job you liked better. A partial search still takes great amounts of time and energy, but it has worked well for candidates who could afford the cost of an extra trip to the conference. Its benefits for most candidates, though, came in confidence and effectiveness during their searches the next year. Few actually get a job during the partial search unless their field is very hot.
The decision regarding when to search must be individual, but figure that you start with a heavy black mark against you if you turn up for a research-oriented job without degree. Indeed, some research-oriented jobs
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